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Eros and Erosis: Islamicate Erotology at the Court of Champagne

Sometime in the second half of the eleventh century, a physician arrived in Salerno from 
Carthage and took vows and the name Constantinus at the illustrious nearby abbey of Monte Cassino. 
The agnomen, Africanus, was appended to that name, reminding future generations of his 
provenance. Had he come fleeing for his life from compatriots envious of his wide learning as Peter 
the Deacon claims in his twelfth–century histories of the abbey, De viris illustribus cassinensis and 
Chronica monasterii cassinensis? Was he distancing himself from a scandal of malpractice involving 
the caliph of Cordoba as an anonymous physician from Montpellier would describe in the fourteenth 
century? Or did he arrive in hopes of cornering the market on medical knowledge as Matthaeus 
Ferrarius recounts in  the thirteenth–century? Little is known for certain about the life and death of 
Constantinus Africanus apart from his prodigious corpus of translations of medical texts from Arabic 
into Latin. Peter the Deacon gives an incomplete list of twenty–three translations. These include, the 
Pantegni theoretica and the Pantegni practica, the two halves of al‑Majūsi’̄s influential al‑Kitāb 
al‑Malaki,̄ the Liber febrium, a translations of Isaac Judeaus’s Kitāb al‑Ḥummayāt, and the Viaticum 
peregrinantis, a translations of Ibn al‑Jazzār’s Zādd al‑Musāfir wa Qūt al‑Ḥāḍir.

It would be difficult to overestimate the importance of these translations on the development 
of medical science in the Latin West. Through them, Constantinus Africanus expanded the number 
and quality of texts available to scholars by the fathers of European medicine, Hippocrates and Galen, 
while introducing to the centers of scholastic learning the Arabic medical tradition, with its 
commentaries and its own new voices. By the middle of the twelfth century, Constantinus was being 
read closely at the cathedral school of Chartres by Guillaume de Conches and, not long thereafter, 
Vincent de Beauvais would quote him extensively in the most important encyclopedia of the Late 
Middle Ages, the Speculum maior. Meanwhile, a collection of his translations even formed the nucleus
of the early versions of the Articella, an important textbook that would continue to be circulated and 
updated though the middle of the sixteenth century.

Among the many legacies that can be attributed to Constantinus Africanus is the introduction 
of a medicalized theory of sexual love, eros, and of lovesickness, erosis, to the European medical 
tradition through his translation of Ibn al‑Jazzār's Zādd al‑Musāfir, the Viaticum peregrinantis. In 
addition to the standard, Neoplatonic opinion that love was born out of the soul’s longing for beauty, 
eros was, for Constantinus, the result of a humoral imbalance and this excess of humoral fluids, if not 
expelled, would ultimately lead to erosis, which was typified by its melancholic, depressive symptoms. 
It was through these symptoms—chronic deep thought, hollow, darting, eyes and an erratic pulse—
that erosis and, thus, eros could be identified. There were two known cures for erosis. If sex was legally 
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and religiously permissible, it could be used to purge the humors. Otherwise a multi-sensory therapy 
meant to restore the humor's balance was employed. If left untreated, however, erosis would spiral out 
of control: the patient would stop eating and sleeping and would eventually die.

What is remarkable about Constantinus Africanus's medical description of the etiology, 
symptomology and therapy of erotic love is how in keeping it is with contemporaneous descriptions 
of love found in the annals of twelfth–century Old French literature. Marie de France's lai, Guigemar, 
provides an instructive case in point. The eponymous hero, once pierced to the heart with love's dart, 
spends sleepless nights pale–faced and pining, turning over constantly in his mind the image of his 
beloved's eyes, lips and voice. His beloved suffers similarly; so much so that her handmaiden can easily
see that her lady is the knight's preferred cure. Similarly, in Chrétien de Troyes's Chevalier au lion, 
when learning of his wife's repudiation, Yvain suffers a full psychotic break. Gripped with phrenesis, a 
form of mental illness caused by excesses of choler, or yellow bile, rather than melancholy, or black 
bile, he flees into the forest and is only saved through a cumulative process of spiritual, physical and 
social therapy by means of a hermit's sustenance, an unguent, and redemptive, selfless heroics. 
Ultimately, love and lovesickness were understood to entail concrete, physiological manifestations 
that could be diagnosed and treated. Conversely, the absence of these same markers made the 
diagnosis of love impossible as is attested by King Marc's reaction, or lack thereof, to seeing Tristan 
and Yseult sleeping chastely in the Morrois forest in Béroul's Roman de Tristan.

Despite the preponderance of evidence for this confluence of literary and medical discourses 
surrounding the theories of love elaborated at and around the courts of France and Norman England, 
explicit medicalization of love is strikingly absent, especially when compared to later examples such 
as Geoffrey Chaucer's Knyghtes Tale. Here the lover's sufferings is explicitly described in terms of 
erosis.

And in his geere for al the world he ferde / Nat oonly lik the loveris maladye / Of
Hereos, but rather lyk manye, / Engendred of humour malencolik / Biforen, in his celle
fantastik. / And shortly, turned was al up so doun / Bothe habit and eek disposicioun /
Of hym, this woful lovere daun Arcite. (vv. 1372-1379)

Because the symptomology described in later texts that boast a significantly more developed humoral 
logic, it is easy to want to read backwards, imposing these same values on the early blossoming of 
vernacular literatures. In so doing, however, the scholar runs the risk of dehistoricizing the cultural 
and intellectual baggage of early Old French literature and introducing anachronistic readings of the 
texts.

It should nevertheless possible to reconstruct a genealogy of erosis by mobilizing additional 
sources to illuminate the trajectory of erotological theory in a given time and place. The late twelfth–
century court of Henri II and Marie de Champagne constitutes just such an invaluable site for the 
study of the confluence of erotological discourses because it sits at an important nexus Occitan, 
Breton, French, Latin and, I argue, Islamicate thought. It is ground zero for the early trouvères, the 
langue d'oil̈ inheritors of the Occitan lyric tradition, and the burgeoning of the matière de Bretagne. 
Simultaneously, it is home of Andreas Capellanus and his treatise on courtly love in the Ovidian 
tradition, the De amore. Thus, when Gerardus Bituricensis writes his Glosule super Viaticum at the 
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behest of physicians at the University of Paris in the closing decades of the century, one may wonder 
what it was that caused him to construe erosis as herosis, lovesickness as the hero's malady. This 
slippage from eros to heros was already extant in the Liber de heros morbo, a retranslation of Ibn 
al‑Jazzār's chapter on lovesickness in the Zādd al‑Musāfir by Constantinus's disciple, Johannes 
Afflacius, apparently because of confusion with the Latin homographs for erotic and heroic from 
Greek. Gerardus pushes the misreading further, however, claiming that lovesickness is endemic among
the refined elite. Was this simple slippage reinforced by these contemporaneous discussions of love 
within nearby courtly circles? Were the two mutually reinforcing? These are some of the questions I 
seek to resolve in my dissertation, Courtly Love and its Counterparts in the Medieval Mediterranean. 
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